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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

Reagan demotes Brandt
the Communist and Green-Alterna

The President's refusal to meet with the Eastern Establishment's
favorite German marks a turning point in postwar history.
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ment, tried to interrupt and heckle
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success, however. When a group rose
and ostentatiously walked out during
the President's talk, he quipped that
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mark the beginning of a new period in

come the next U.S. ambassador to

talk long enough and they'll leave."

history-and not only in respect to

Bonn," and one day later, he used his

Willy Brandt escalated further.

German-American relations. When

speech at the SPD's "international
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Reagan was now, finally, retaliating

Finally, after two days of paralysis
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The time of Ostpolitik is past, and
so is the time of Willy Brandt. Rea
gan's visit to Germany, and especially
his address to 5,000 youth at Hambach

like Eleanor Dulles, who were pres
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to tell the Europeans how to treat the
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a meeting with Brandt, he said.
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But Brandt became more and more
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The Social Democracy's leader

against the libelous and vicious pro

International

Left-wing Socialists, along with

pension, and stay there.
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